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4DESTINATION IMAGE OF FINLAND.
Survey of Tourism professionals’ Attitudes.
Background of Research
Study of images is a relative new phenomenon, as is the word ‘image’. In
a spatial context the first occurrence of the word in English geographical
literature dates from 1912 (Shields 1991:12), but research into images in the
proper sense of the word did not start until the 1960s (see Boorst 1962, Rey-
nolds, Fakeye & Crompton, to mention just a few).
The importance to tourism research of the study of the image of a certain
place grew in the 1970s (Mayo 1973, Gunn 1972, Crompton 1979 and oth-
ers). In the last few years the tourist image of a destination has become a
central field of research. Conceptually, the term ‘image’ is a problematic one.
To quote Pearce (1988): ‘image is one of those terms that will not go away, a
term with vague and shifting meanings’. One source of ambiguity lies in the
double meaning of (1) ‘a mental idea of something created by marketing’ and
(2) ‘a mental idea of something created by ourselves’.
In the literature on tourism images, whether written by psychologists, so-
ciologists, geographers or marketing people, the concept has been ap-
proached mainly from two angles. The object of research has sometimes
been the image built by conscious marketing efforts, sometimes the image
created by tourists themselves of a place.
When conceptualizing the term ‘destination image’, the two meanings are
often not kept apart. However, on the basis of the above definitions one would
arrive at the traditional idea of the referent of meaning (1) being an entity
looked at from the viewpoint of the sender and that of meaning (2) being the
same entity from the viewpoint of the receiver. But is reality so black and
white today? How do we create a representation of reality?  Is it created on
the basis of travel brochures or from the pleasure sought by the tourist? As
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expressed by Urry (1990:13), man’s basic motivation for consumption is not a
materialistic one, but mainly the quest of pleasure.  In the context of tourism,
this means that tourists are looking for new settings for their activities - they
fill reality with their images. Will this lead to the pleasure-filled image of a
tourist destination created by marketing becoming a new reality devoid of
any trace of the unpleasant? Evidence for this trend can be found in Moscar-
do’s (2000:87) idea according to which the choice of a travel destination is no
longer guided by economic and rational models but, to an increasing degree,
by values, attitudes, experiences, motivations, religious beliefs and social
groups.
About the concept ‘image’
The concept of ‘image’ can be looked at from at least two opposing angles.
For the receiver, it often appears as a cognitive image reflecting the mental
processes associated with the activities of collecting and using information on
a given geographical location. In consequence, it includes not only the proc-
esses of observation, remembering, imagination, inferencing, learning, assess-
ment, problem-solving and decision-making  based on the consumer’s cogni-
tive and emotional interpretation  but also on their impressions, prejudices and
feelings (Moscardo 2000:87, Gartner 2000:296, Mathieson & Wall 1982:31).
People structure their environment on the basis of observations of the above
kind (Mayo & Jarvis 1990, Edwards et al. 2000:286) and it is such observations
that control consumer behaviour. In the context of tourism this means that the
tourist considers his/her choices - whether or not to travel to a given destina-
tion. Are emotional interpretations emphasized at the moment of destination
choice? How do these interpretations come into being?
Similarly, the destination image created by marketing can be seen as a
mental picture which sales promotion people would wish to send to the tar-
get audience (e.g. Gartner 2000:296). The sales promoters of tourism create
identities, mental images that represent a particular interpretation of reality
and both reflect and reinforce certain societal relations (Morgan & Pritchard
1998:3). The brochure as a symbolic representation of the destination has
only one purpose - to make the reader buy a trip to a given destinations using
the image it projects. Therefore, the brochure must give a positive image of a
place by appealing to the mental images it evokes in  the reader. What hap-
pens when a destination is identified with a given image, whether  created
consciously or conveyed by other tourists? According to Cho (2000:145),
there is ample research evidence showing that the choice of destination is
influenced by the tourist’s comparative images of other destinations, whether
true or not, rather than his image of this particular destination.
The point of view of Ashworth & Goodall (1990:142) is very close to the
traditional view referred to above,  although they have a different perspective.
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They, too, see the image of a tourism destination as consisting of two sepa-
rate images produced differently, one from the supply side and the other from
the demand side. The image of a destination appears as a supply side image
on the one hand and as a demand side image on the other. The demand side
image is fully comparable to the cognitive images of Moscardo and Gartner
and, similarly, the supply side image can be compared to the created image
constructed by sales promoters. A third angle of vision is offered by Fakeye &
Compton (1991) and Echtner & Ritchie (1993), who in their image research
look at the choice of destination mainly from the point of view of location
choice.
Fakeye & Crompton (1991:11) have described the process of tourist im-
age creation by the model given in Figure 1.  According to Gunn (1972), ‘im-
age is a mental construct developed by a potential visitor on a basis of select-
ed impressions among a flood of total impressions’ (Fakeye & Crompton
1991:10).
Evaluation of alternative
destinations´ benefits
and images
Active information
search and process
Destination visit and
formation of a more
complex image
Organic image
Motivation to travel
Induced images
Destination selection
Figure 1.  Tourist´s image formation process (according to Fakeye & Crompton
1991:11, figure 1).
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According to Fakeye & Crompton (1991:10), the concept of ‘destination
image’ is an increasingly detailed mental picture consisting of an organic im-
age and influenced by images conveyed through travel motivation and knowl-
edge-retrieval. For Gunn, the organic image is a result of exposure to non-
tourism information sources, newspaper articles and TV reports. The organic
image is turned into an induced image reflecting the image created by direct
mailing advertising by tourist organizations in the form of brochures and ad-
vertisements (Fakeye & Crompton 1991:10). Such an induced image is com-
parable to the supply side image of Ashworth & Goodall (1988:142) or the
destination image of Gartner (2000:296).
Dicher’s definition of image as modified by Echtner & Ritchie (1991) has
become one of the most heavily used definitions of the concept of image
(Morgan & Pritchard 1998:64). According to it ‘an image is not only the indi-
vidual traits or qualities but also the total impression an entity makes on the
minds of others’. The image of a destination, then, is many-faceted and inter-
subjective. Intersubjectivity here means that the sales promoter of a destina-
tion and the potential tourist are not in direct personal contact, but the image
is conveyed indirectly, for instance by means of travel brochures.
Methods and problems of image research
A number of methods have been developed for image research. Iconology
offers an opportunity for a critical interpretation of, and iconography for the
analysis of  images of landscapes. On the other hand, a constructed image
can be interpreted by content analysis of travel brochures (e.g. Lämsä 1995)
and by semiotic symbolism (e.g. MacCannell 1989). How could mental imag-
es be studied?
Shields (1991:13) sees mental images as hypothetical concepts whose
relationship to overt behaviour is by no means explicable by simple causality,
so the problem here is how to measure the various factors. Opinions, atti-
tudes and values reflect the personal images of each respondent, which means
that the individual responses are incommensurable . Immeasurable factors,
be they push or pull factors, are so deeply involved with experience and feel-
ings and so personal that it is almost impossible to compare them.
In tourism research the qualitative method, being more humanistic and
subjective, applies itself well to, say, image research. The quantitative meth-
od again is more based on mathematical models, and does not necessarily
bring out the opinions and images of individual respondents (Walle 2000:478,
484). However, quantitative research should not be looked down upon, since
it enables easy collection of data, statistical analysis of hypotheses and
processing of large amounts of numerical data. In an ideal case, research
should be able to combine the use of the two methods.
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Research objectives
Finland is one of the least known European destinations among Germans
(Manderscheid 1997:163). According to Manderscheid, the northern location
of the country is one explanatory factor, along with Finland’s limited media
exposure in Germany. She also sees that another factor explaining Finland’s
weak tourist image is the way in which the image of Finland in German school
textbooks is based on an arctic climate, large forests, and the Sami popula-
tion. Agreeing with Manderscheid, one may well ask if adults are able to change
the image of Finland they received at school. Who would travel to an arctic
country of deep forests inhabited by brightly dressed Sami people living part
of the time in tents?
On the other hand, Komppula (1997:148-149) states that the Finnish Lake
District, along with Lapland, interest German tourists. According to the Finn-
ish Tourist Board’s survey into the tourism potential of Finland (Komppula
1997:148), as many as 37% of all Germans would like to visit the lakes, whereas
according to Kesseli, 21% of respondents wished to go to the Finnish Lake
District in particular (Kesseli 1996, Komppula 1997:148).
The aim of this survey is to clarify the tourist image of Finland by means of
data from one questionnaire. In particular, the survey is centred on two things:
images and the destination in the context of a lake region. Images are con-
sidered from the viewpoint of the tourist entrepreneur and the individual tour-
ist . The present article attempts to study the relationship between these two
approaches in the context of tourism.
The present survey aims to see the lake as a destination from the point of
view of the individual without considering the images conveyed by brochures.
In the case study part, the writer looks at various adjectives linked to lakes as
indications of mental images held, activities on and around a lake as a pull
factor in lake tourism, and discusses the possibility of applying the present
research approach in subsequent research to the images linked to lake tour-
ism. The central problem is the implementation of image research and the
methods of eliciting images. Can lake-related images be conveyed through
interviews alone or should the survey be accompanied by interpretation of
mental images.
Another question is whether impressions and images based on experi-
ence should be included. Can a holistic image be measured by means of a
questionnaire of the present kind?
Research data and methods
During the fieldwork phase data was gathered by interviews. The survey
was carried out at the Internationale Tourismus-Börse (ITB), an international
tourism fair held in Berlin in March 2001. The interviews were made at the
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European stand of the fair on two days for tourist professionals. The sample
was evenly divided on both days. Persons working at the fair were targeted
as interviewees. An attempt was made to visit all European stands at the fair
excluding that of Finland. There were 68 interviewees, one of which interrupt-
ed the interview. A structured questionnaire was used in the interviews (Ap-
pendix 1). The interview was carried out by giving the questionnaire to an
interviewee, who answered the questions on the spot. If the person refused
the interview, a new person was selected. The refusals were mostly motivat-
ed by lack of time. A few persons refused to answer on principle, saying that
too many similar interviews had been done. Some of the respondents only
consented to an interview after being informed of the purpose of the survey.
In proportion to the whole population of 60,000 professionals attending the
fair, the sample was relatively small.
The data was analysed using the SPSS statistical program by calculating
direct distributions, cross-tabulations and group totals between the different
variables.
The advantage of this kind of survey is that the respondent gives his/her
personal opinion on the spot, which makes for a high percentage of return.
Lack of time of some respondents raises the question of the truthfulness of
the answers. Since the respondents were asked to give their own opinion/
image, the answers can always be questioned when comparing them. The
personal situation of each respondent, lack of time, mood etc. may influence
the results. However, every effort was taken in the interview situation to make
sure that the respondents were not guided into answering in any one way.
The home country of the interview was only given after the interview if the
respondent asked about it. The present author did the interviewing.
The issue of reliability of a survey using a questionnaire can also be ap-
proached from another angle. It must be noted that the alternatives given on
the questionnaire form itself were devised by the researchers themselves and
may have influenced the responses of the interviewees in the direction wished
for by the reasearchers, thus reflecting their own views of lake tourism. Open
questions might have elicited a different set of answers. In the present case
multiple-choice questions were used with a view to testing the viability of this
kind of interview method. For the same reason, the size of the sample was
kept relatively small, too.
Case ITB: A Survey of professionals’ attitudes
Background information on respondents
In order to see whether demographic variables had any influence on the
answers given, the respondents were asked to indicate their sex, home country
and previous visits to the lake district as background information. 30% of the
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respondents were men and 70% women (Table 1). The preponderance of
women is explained by the fact that the majority of tourism professionals are
women.
Table 1.  Gender of the respondents.  n=67
Gender Frequency Percent
Male 20 29,9
Female 47           70,1
Total 67 100,0
The respondents were young: 72% of them being under 36 years old (Ta-
ble 2).
Table 2.    Age of the respondents.   n=67
Age group frequency percent Cum. percent
Under 25 years 19 28,4 28,4
26-35 years 29 43,3  71,6
36-45 years 12 17,9  89,6
46-55 years 5   7,5  97,0
over 55 years 2 3,0 100,0
Total 67 100,0
In spite of the small amount of data, the respondents represented 17 dif-
ferent home countries (Table 3). Four of the respondents did not indicate their
home country. Less than half of the respondents (48%) were German, which
was to be expected since the survey was made in Berlin. Five respondents
came from Italy, Poland and France respectively. Two came Great Britain,
Norway and Romania while the rest of the countries were represented by one
respondent each.
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Table  3:  Home country of the respondents.  N=67
More than half (69%) of the respondents had previously visited some lake
region (Table 4).
Table 4.  Previous visits to a lake district.  n=67
Previous visits frequence percent
Yes 46 68,7
No 21 31,3
Total 67 100,0
Diagram 1 shows the respondents’ previous visits to a lake district, Ger-
many being by far the most popular destination. Many of the respondents
had visited several lake regions, which explains why the total number of visits
is well in excess of the number of those who indicated they had visited at
least one lake region. 26 respondents out of 46 who answered positively said
they had visited the German lake regions, Lake Constance or Mecklenburg.
After Germany, the Italian (11 respondents), British (6 respondents) and Finn-
Home country frequence percent
German 32 47,8
Italy 5 7,5
Poland 5 7,5
France 5 7,5
Britain 2 3,0
Norway 2 3,0
Romania 2 3,0
Cyprus 1 1,5
Sweden 1 1,5
Creece 1 1,5
Switzerland 1 1,5
Luxemburg 1 1,5
Denmark 1 1,5
Hungary 1 1,5
Austria 1 1,5
Spain 1 1.5
Slovenia 1 1,5
Not mentioned 4 6,0
Total 67 100,0
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ish (4 respondents) lake regions were best known. The respondents named
the lake regions of Lake Constance and Mecklenburg, Lake Como and Lake
Garda in Italy, the Masurian Lakes in Poland, Lake Balaton in Hungary, Lake-
land Finland.  Of individual lakes, Lake Annecy in France, Lake Thun in Swit-
zerland, Lake Kerkini in Greece, Lake Lauenberg in Germany and Lake Agios
Nikolaos in Greece. Most of the respondents named no individual lake, giving
only the name of a country.
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Diagram 1.  Respondents´previous visits to European lake districts.
The image of the land of a thousand lakes
When asked which of nine named countries corresponded to their image
of a ‘land of a thousand lakes’, the answers were widely scattered also by
age groups (Table 5). More than half of the respondents preferred the Scandi-
navian countries including Finland. 26 respondents thought Finland was the
land of a thousand lakes while 11 respondents suggested Norway and 9
Sweden. The rest of the responses were divided among Switzerland, Great
Britain, Ireland and Germany. Table 6 shows that, in the opinion of Germans,
Sweden, Norway and Finland were fairly even competitors for the epithet of a
‘land of a thousand lakes’.
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Table 5.  The mental image of  ”the land of a thousand lakes” by age   n=67.
The land of a
thousand lakes
Age Switzerland Great-Britain Ireland Sweden Finland German Norway Other
under 25 years 4 1 1 2 5 2 3 1
26-35 years 5 2 2 3 10 2 5
36-45 years 3 6 2 1
46-55 years 1 3 1
over 55 years 2
Total 9                   3              3 9 26 4 11 2
Table  6:  The mental image of  ”the land of a thousand lakes” by home country.
n=67.
The land of a
thousand lakes
Home country Switzerland Great-Britain Ireland Sweden Finland German Norway Other
Switzerland 1
Great-Britain 1 1
Sweden 1
German 1 1 9 10 4 7
Norway 2
France 1 1 2 1
Italy 1 1 2 1
Cyprus                     1
Creece 1
Luxemburg 1
Poland 2 1 2
Denmark 1
Romania 1 1
Hungary 1
Austria 1
Spain 1
Slovenia 1
Unknown 3                          1
Total 9                    3              3 9 26 4 11 2
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Poland was not on the list of potential candidates, but Poles, in particular,
suggested that their own country was the land of a thousand lakes . Similar
‘home, sweet home’ attitudes could also be seen in the responses of four
Germans, one British person and one Swiss (bold on the table).
Adjectives applicable to lakes
When asked which adjectives best applied to lakes as destinations (Dia-
gram 2), the adjectives most often mentioned were ‘calm’ and ‘relaxing’. 73%
of the respondents thought that a lake was a calm destination while 58%
thought it was relaxing. Other adjectives applied to lakes were untouched
(36%), fresh (28%), blue (22%), clean (18%) and emotive (15%). None of the
respondents thought a lake was frightening, uninspiring, noisy or dirty.
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Diagram 2.  Adjectives best applied to lakes as destinations (%).
Diagram 3 shows a cross tabulation by geographic background variable
of the adjectives given. Since nearly half of the respondents (32) were Ger-
mans, they were grouped together while the rest were grouped under the
variable named ‘Other’. No significant differences could be seen in the ‘lake
adjectives’ used by Germans on the one hand and the rest on the other. To
Germans, the image of a lake was relaxing, calm, fresh, virgin/untouched,
clean and uninhabited. None of the respondents thought a lake was dull,
frightening, dirty or noisy.
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Diagram 3.  A cross tabulation by geographical background variable of the ad-
jectives given (number of respondents)
Group totals of the data were also made for the different variables. Since the
adjectives and activities taken as variables had been coded using the values 0
and 1 (1=yes, 0=no), the totals were calculated by adding up the ones in each
group. Age and sex were used as break variables and the adjectives and activ-
ities given as aggregate variables. Since there were only two persons in the age
group over 55, the last two age groups were combined to form age group over
46. Later on, the same age group was used systematically.
There are differences between age groups in the application of the various
adjectives to a lake (Diagram 4). The largest differences were found in the ad-
jectives ‘calm’ and ‘fresh’. 80% of the age group under 36 said their image of
lake was calm, whereas only 40% of respondents over 46 years thought a lake
is a calm destination. The age group 36-45 saw lakes as relaxing and calm.
Diagram 4.  The application of the various adjective to a lake by age groups.
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There were few if any differences by sex in the use of adjectives (Diagram 5).
Women’s images of lakes were more relaxing, unforgettable and mythical than
men’s.   In turn, men saw lakes as more stimulating and calm destinations.
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Diagram 5.  The application of the various adjective to a lake by gender.
Lake activities
The questionnaire form gave 16 alternative activities and one open alter-
native for winter activities. A considerable proportion of respondents wanted
to swim in a lake (Table 7). Men’s preferred activities on or around a lake were
swimming (23%), canoeing (13%), fishing (11%), rowing and mountain biking
(both 10%). The five preferred activities for women were swimming (20%),
hiking (14%), sailing (11%) as well as canoeing and fishing (8% each). Signif-
icantly, motorized activities were not very popular. Of men’s preferred activi-
ties, 8% were motorized activities (cruising and motorboating), while the cor-
responging figure for women was the same 8% of preferred activities. As for
women, this group includes jet skiing, which none of the male respondents
preferred.
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Table 7.  The activities respondents would like to have in a lake destination.
Male Female Total
Yes % Yes % frequency
Swimming 14 22,95 % 34 20,12 % 48
Hiking 4 6,56 % 23 13,61 % 27
Canoeing 8 13,11 % 14 8,28 % 22
Fishing 7 11,48 % 14 8,28 % 21
Sailing 3 4,92 % 18 10,65 % 21
Rowing 6 9,84 % 12 7,10 % 18
Mountain biking 6 9,84 % 8 4,73 % 14
Horse back riding 2 3,28 % 8 4,73 % 10
Surfing 2 3,28 % 7 4,14 % 9
Cruising 3 4,92 % 5 2,96 % 8
Ice skating 1 1,64 % 7 4,14 % 8
Motorboating 2 3,28 % 5 2,96 % 7
Wateskiing 1 1,64 % 6 3,55 % 7
Cross-country skiing 1 1,64 % 4 2,37 % 5
Jet skiing 0 0,00 % 3 1,78 % 3
Golf 1 1,64 % 1 0,59 % 2
Other winter activities 0 0,00 % 0 0,00 % 0
61 100,00 % 169 100,00 % 230
As for differences between Germans and other nationalities (Diagram 6),
the most significant ones were in swimming and sailing, both of which were
more often preferred by Germans than by other nationalities. The differences
were smaller in canoeing, rowing and fishing. Similarly, hiking was more prom-
inent in the images of non-Germans.
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Diagram 6.  Activities grouping by Germans and other mationalities.
In the groupings by age (Diagram 7), swimming and hiking were about
equally popular with all age groups. Apart from these two, the under 25s
preferred mountain biking, while the age group 26-45 favoured canoeing and
those over 46, fishing. The largest differences across age groups were found
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in mountain biking and canoeing. Mountain biking seems to be preferred mainly
by those under 25. Similarly, there were no canoeists aged over 46.
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Diagram 7.  Activities grouping by age.
In a classification by gender (Diagram 8), there were few differences in the
popularity of activities. Hiking and sailing were more popular with women,
while mountain biking and  canoeing were more often preferred by men.
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Diagram 8.   Activities grouping by gender.
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The lake districts known to respondents
Question number 4 asked the respondent to name two lake districts best
known to her of  a number of named lake destinations. Surprisingly, this proved
to be the most difficult question, which shows how little known european lake
districts are even to tourism professionals.
The German lake districts topped the list, which is not surprising in view of
the fact that the survey was made in Germany. The Finnish lake districts,
Saimaa, Lakeland Finland and Lake Päijänne, were little known. After the
interviews it transpired that those who knew Finnish lake districts had some
contact with Finland, be it a wife, girl friend or relatives (interviewer’s com-
ment). Besides, in the interview situation many respondents commented  on
the question, saying that it was a hard one. In all, they had little experience of
lake districts and few had personally visited any. There was no significant
difference between the answers given by men and women respectively.
Conclusions
The answers show how little known non-German lake districts are even to
tourism professionals despite the fact it is their job to sell new destinations to
tourists. It can be asked whether tourism professionals on the whole want to
become acquainted with new regions and destinations. Or do they perhaps
want to sell the same old destinations from one year to the next? Do tour
operators control consumer behaviour by selling destinations that they know
to be good on the basis of personal experience? Briassoulis (2000:258) an-
swers in the affirmative. Although the results of this survey are not generaliz-
able because of the small size of the sample, they can be regarded as indic-
ative of the general trend. On the other hand, one may ask whether in the first
place we should expect everybody to know Finland and the Finnish lake dis-
tricts.
By way of a summary, it can be said that Finland is little known for its lakes
in Europe. The survey indicates that Finland’s closest competitors in lake
tourism are the Scandinavian countries and Switzerland. It is very important
to Finland’s tourism image that the country should be better known also as a
lake destination. Judging by the results of the present survey, Finland would
be an ideal lake destination since the adjectives describing the respondents’
images of a lake are easily applied to Finnish lakeland scenery.
The present test did not measure the applicability of the Fakeye & Cromp-
ton model, since questions of this kind cannot answer how the organic image
was created or what are the components of the created image. The research
problems should be considerably more detailed and the sample more repre-
sentative. In that case the survey should also analyse brochures and the im-
ages created by the media.
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Challenges for future research
There are many variables that explain what the image of a destination is
like and how well-known a destination is. Lake tourism is a new concept and
there is little material available on it. Therefore it is particularly important to
continue the research and collect enought empirical data that would enable
us to map the central problems concerning the formation of image and the
creation of the destination image. The data could later be used by tourism
entrepreneurs and sales promoters in their efforts to create Finland’s tourism
image and to make new tourism products.
As we have seen, much remains to be done in the research on the tourism
image of Finland abroad. This short survey of tourists’ images is intended as
a pilot study laying the basis of future research. Later on it will be necessary
to concentrate on the images created by the sales promoters of tourism and
compare them with the images studied here. Will the two ever meet?
Another interesting research topic is the background factors influencing
the formation of tourists’ images. A comparative study could be one way of
investigating the images connected with a given destination from this angle.
In such a study half the respondents would never have visited a given place
while the other half would know the place personally.
We can ask whether the respondents’ images were solely based on their
organic image of Finland or whether they were intermingled with the image of
Finland as projected by the Finnish Tourist Board. The present study gives no
answer to that. A possible line of further research could be analysis of pic-
tures and the images induced by them in a lake context. Utilizing more exten-
sive studies and findings from them in the marketing of Finland as a destina-
tion is vitally important for the better identification and positioning of regions.
On the other hand, understanding tourists’ images would help the profes-
sionals of tourism marketing in their planning. Well-designed marketing, proper
distribution channels and a distinct image will help selling Finland abroad.
The framing of questions is always an issue. Multiple-choice adjectives
that should correspond to respondents’ images may be too limiting and par-
tially reflect the images of those who draft the questionnaire. On the other
hand, if the respondents had been asked to give three adjectives that they
would apply to a lake, the answers would probably have scattered much
more, which would not have been helpful in such a small study as this. The
same is true of the activities given.
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APPENDIX
1. Background information/Hintergrundangaben
Gender/Sex  __male/Mann __female/Frau
Age/Alter
__< 25          __26 – 35          __36 – 45         __46 - 55       __> 55
Country/Heimatland_______________________________________________
Have you visited any European lake district? / Haben Sie je ein europäisches
Seengebiet besucht?
Yes/Ja        Where/Wo_____________________________________
No/Nein          
2. Which of the following European countries is in your opinion ”The Land
of a Thousand Lakes”?/  Welche von den folgenden europäischen Ländern
ist, nach Ihrer Meinung, ”Das Land der Tausende  von Seen”?
__ Switzerland/die Schweiz __ France/Frankreich
__ Italy/Italien __ Finland/Finnland
__ Great Britain/Grossbritannien __ Germany/Deutschland
__ Irland/Irland __ Norway/Norwegen
__ Sweden/Schweden __ Other/sonstig
____________________
3. Please, choose three adjectives  which best describe a lake as a tourism
destination/ Wahlen Sie bitte  drei Adjektiven die am besten ein See als
Touristenattraktion symbolisieren.
__ calm/ruhig __ Relaxing/entspanned
__ historical/geschichtlich __ clean/rein
__ blue/Blau __ uninhabited/unbesiedelt
__ untouched/unberührt __ stimulating/anregend
__ noisy/laut __ emotive/erlebnisreich
__ mythical/mythisch __ unforgetable/unvergesslich
__ dirty/schmutzig __ frightening/erschreckend,
__ uninspiring/nicht-inspirierend __ fresh/frisch
__ wide/weit __uninteresting/uninteressant
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4. What activities would you like to have in a lake destination?/ Was für
Aktivitäten möchten Sie in einem Seengebiet haben?
__ fishing/Fischen __ swimming/Schwimmen
__ canoeing/Kanufahren __ waterskiing/Wasserskifahren
__ rowing/Rudern __ surfing/Surfing
__ cruising/Binnenschiffahrten __ horseback riding/Ritt
__ sailing/Segeln __ mountain biking/mountainbike
__ Ice skating/Eislauf      fahren
__ cross-country skiing/ __ jet skiing/Jet skifahren
     nordischer Schilauf __ golf/Golf
__ motorboating/Motorbootfahren __ hiking/Wandern
__ other winter activities/andere Winteraktivitäten.
What/sonstiges___________________________________________________
5. Please choose two lake destination which you know best /Wahlen Sie
bitte zwei Seengebiete die Sie am besten kennen.
__ Göta Kanal __ Bodensee region
__ Saimaa __ Llanberis/Snowdonia
__ Shannon-Erne Waterway __ Loch Lomond and Trossachs
__ Cumbria Lake District __ The Inland Mecklenburg Lake
__ Varese land of lakes      District
__ Savoy´s Lake District __ Lake Myvatn
__ Päijänne __ Lakeland - Finland
__ None/nichts
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